In the third and fourth lines replace the words "they would no doubt adopt restrictive commercial policies." by "this would undoubtedly influence the development of their own."

In the second sentence of the statement by Mr. Swaminathan replace the words "During recent Article XII consultations,..." by "During Article XII consultations, in the course of the last two or three years,...".

In the ninth line of the same statement replace the words "on exports of" by "on the exports, principally, of".

In the eleventh line after the word "France" insert the following "India had not come up with any formal complaint as she had appreciated the difficulties of some continental countries and hoped that these would be temporary".

In line thirteen replace "if India were in the future denied access to" by "if in the future access to.......were either restricted or denied".

In line seventeen after the word "trade" insert "relationships" and after "change" insert "more or less permanently".

In line eighteen after the word "benefit" insert "the general objective of" and in the nineteenth line delete the word "many".